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Thank You for Making Maine Medical Center #1
tals. Once again we have
been rated the number-one
hospital in Maine, and we
are recognized as having
eight “high-performing”
specialties, placing us
among a very select group
of hospitals. Nationwide,
only 237 institutions out of
the nearly 5,000 surveyed
were saluted for eight or
more specialties. This
means we place among the
It’s always nice to receive
top 5 percent nationally in
news that reinforces the
number of honored services
fact that our mission (caring — and we earned twice as
for community, educating many acknowledgments as
tomorrow’s caregivers, and any other hospital in the
researching new ways to
State of Maine.
provide care) and vision (to
help make Maine the
I’m sure you’d agree that we
healthiest state in the naprovide best-in-class care in
tion) are on the right track. all of the following areas:
I’m pleased to report that
Maine Medical Center is
Cancer
being recognized on a naCardiology and
tional level for our efforts
Heart Surgery
to improve the lives of peoDiabetes and Endople in communities across
crinology
this region.
Geriatrics
Gynecology
U.S. News & World Report
Nephrology
on July 16 released its annuOrthopedics
al rankings of U.S. hospiUrology

This list has grown by three
high-performing specialties
over last year’s results. That
progress is reflective of the
care our patients receive
and the expertise and support provided by our physicians, nurses, and volunteers. I feel there’s a strong
chance we will garner even
more accolades in the future thanks to the commitment, professionalism, and
determination of the entire
employee population. And
frankly, even without a
ranking next to a given clinical specialty at Maine Medical Center, I’d put any service we offer up against
those at other organizations
and have confidence that
the care, compassion, and
expertise we provide would
exceed most.

you’re measuring by qualitative or quantitative metrics
— or just using the eyeball
test — our nurses and physicians are amazing at what
they do. I hear every day
from patients about the
“miracles” that happened to
them within the walls of
Maine Medical Center.
While I agree that there are
outcomes that are nothing
short of miraculous, to consider them in that way diminishes the countless
hours of education and
practice you spend to ensure our patients leave satisfied that they have received
the safest, highest-quality
care available.

So, at a time when outside
influences seem to be trying
to redefine for us who and
what we are, our focus reAny recognition we receive mains exactly as it has for
as an organization makes
decades. It is important to
me proud because it reinme and the other leaders of
forces my longstanding be- this institution that we
lief that Maine Medical
acknowledge we are not a
Center employs the best
perfect organization, but
caregivers and support staff
in the country. Whether
Continued on back

Think P-R-I-V-A-C-Y to Safeguard
Patient Information
We all play a role in protecting patients’ privacy. Being thoughtful about what you say
and do goes a long way to respect their information:

Prevention

Treat patient information as if it were your own. When discussing patient
issues, ensure that it is not overheard in a public area, such as elevators
or the cafeteria.
If you use a portable device to store patient data, it should be supported and
managed by MMC, to ensure it has appropriate security and encryption.

Respect

Ask the patient what information may be shared prior to speaking with her
family or friends. Document that permission in the medical record.
When people make inquiries at front desk locations, follow appropriate procedures, and be sure to respond with a lowered voice.

Intervention

If you notice that an MMC desktop computer, laptop, or mobile device is missing, notify the IS Contact Center (662-6400) immediately.
If colleagues fail to follow appropriate privacy practices, intervene to correct
the issue or advise your supervisor.

View/Access Information for Job Purposes Only

Viewing patient information for non-job related purposes is considered a
privacy breach and subject to MMC’s Sanctions Policy.

Auditing and Monitoring

All access to patient information is logged and may be audited and monitored
by the Privacy Office.
Audits and monitoring may uncover a privacy breach. Patient privacy breach
notifications often require advising the patient of who breached their privacy.

Conduct

Asking a non-treating clinician to interpret your own, a family member’s, or a
friend’s test results is inappropriate and violates MMC policy.
Posting any patient information on a social networking site is prohibited.

You

You are the key for the protection of our patients’ privacy.
If you have questions, or are unsure if something might impact patient privacy,
contact the Privacy and Security Office, 662-5434.

“Thank You ...” from front
that we strive for continuous improvement. Where
we have opportunities to
improve, we are committed
to operating with transparency, which ultimately
drives us to be better. We
will put the right people in
the right places to provide
the best-possible care and
outcomes for every member
of our community. We have
done that every day for almost 150 years and we will
keep moving in that direction, no matter what environmental factors seem to
stand in our way.
I am able to have this unwavering confidence because I
believe in the employees of
Maine Medical Center and I
know you believe in this
organization. Thank you to
the 6,500 people who make
us the provider and community pillar that we are. This
number-one ranking — and
all of our various distinctions — are a direct result of
your tireless effort. I appreciate everything that you do
for our patients and know
that with your support, we
will achieve our vision together.
Respectfully,

Richard W. Petersen
President and CEO

